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Like the “short game” in golf, working on the above will have a disproportionate 
effect on a candidate’s score.

The following presentation is based on a review of the marking experience for  
last seven sittings of P6 IRL and aims to give some helpful and accessible tips to 
improve a “marginal fail” candidate’s mark.
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Many candidates do not have a sufficiently thorough knowledge of the terms and 
conditions of the main reliefs. They often forget one of the five or six conditions 
and that is often the crucial one. As an example, the requirement to occupy a 
principal private residence after the deemed period of occupation is often 
forgotten.

Candidates should not answer more than the question requirement (e.g. if only 
taxable income is asked for, dont waste time calculating the tax)
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Look at the model solution introductions to Question 1 for guidance. Brevity is the 
key.

A quick calculation in brackets method is encouraged.

Many candidates on 48 marks are missing out on 2 or more of the professional 
marks in Q1.
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There are many lost ½ marks and marks in this area.

The SGE can be important.  For example, in cases where there is free use of 
property or cash, the SGE will shelter an annual gift.
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Many errors are made by candidates in these basic areas (VAT extraction, re-
grossing, margins)

It is important to be able to advise on the available options correctly (self-
correction or voluntary disclosure).
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Many candidates make the above errors
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What taxes are being examined here? Candidates should ensure that all taxes 
are considered.  It is probably always worth asking “Does stamp duty apply?”

Candidates frequently forget the cessation of trade aspect and relatively easy 
marks are lost.
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There is a relatively small base of material to cover on stamp duty and therefore 
there is very little excuse for candidates getting it wrong. 
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It would be a good idea to ensure that your students are familiar with the basics 
of the sole trader as there is some confusion here.
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When candidates confuse a group with a consortium or vice versa, this normally 
means that they will get very few marks in that question.
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The clip is equally applicable to P6 IRL and outlines some exam mistakes which 
can prove very costly for candidates.
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